ONE COMPANY,
INFINITE POSSIBILITIES
FRONTIER SPIRIT:
INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS
We Are Frontec
We began in Canada, a country built by frontier spirit that compelled
generations to build lives in some of the world’s challenging locations.
Today, that frontier spirit drives our global operations, challenging us to
find innovative solutions to the issues of the world’s most demanding
projects.

ATCO is a diversified global corporation delivering service
excellence and innovative business solutions in Structures &
Logistics, Electricity, Pipelines & Liquids, and Retail Energy.

Frontec (Head Office)
115 Peacekeepers Drive SW, Calgary, AB T3E 7X4
Phone: 403 662 8500

Frontec (Ottawa)
360 Albert Street, Suite 1830, Ottawa, ON K1R 7X7

We turn obstacles into opportunities

Phone: 613 787 9634

With operations around the world, we can deploy support services, disaster
relief and manage remote accommodations wherever they’re needed.
Along with equipment, supplies, personnel and management, we provide
essential real-life support anytime, anywhere.

ATCO Frontec International
Esztergaly u.28
Csomad 2161
Hungary

What We Stand For
Every member of our team lives our values, representing the best elements
of our frontier spirit wherever they work. That’s why we believe it’s essential
to empower our employees to confidently seize opportunities with a simple
but essential question: “How could we do this better?”
Let’s answer that question together. Because on the frontier, we’re always
looking ahead.

Phone: +36 28 566 440

ATCOsl.com
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OPERATIONAL SUPPORT SERVICES

DISASTER AND EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT

Our goal is to help you reduce overall operating costs and improve operational efficiency. From basic building
maintenance to complete asset management and lifecycle planning, we can ensure your facilities and equipment
are running smoothly, allowing you to focus on your business.

We are a valued partner in emergency response around the globe. From the 2005 earthquake in Pakistan to
British Columbia’s 2017 wildfires, we have supported municipalities, provincial and federal governments, and
NATO’s global operations.

Resilience Consulting

Incident Facilities & Structures

Working with fuel is a serious matter. In remote locations, it
keeps your business or community running, so we prioritize
quality and safety when delivering and storing fuel.

We have expertise in hazard identification and risk
assessments (HIRA), response planning, ICS training &
exercises, policy reviews, business continuity plans, and
more.

Solid Waste Management

Mission Critical Services

Trust our considerable experience in establishing and
managing essential facilities such as camps, bases
and incident command posts across some of the most
inhospitable regions in the world. Our fleet of structures
includes bedrooms, washrooms, kitchens and mobile offices.

Facilities Management

Fuel Management & Distribution

Even the most sophisticated facility needs expert
management to function, which is why we provide:
- Project management
- Building envelope and equipment maintenance
- Roads and grounds keeping

Camp Services
We understand the importance of providing your remote
workforce with a genuine home away from home. We strive
to provide this level of service with the highest quality:
- Catering
- Housekeeping/janitorial
- Administration

Airfield Services
We know what it takes to deliver airfield services under
the most demanding conditions, which is why we offer
comprehensive suite of airfield services including:
- Fire/Crash Rescue services
- Runway maintenance
- Passenger and cargo handling
- Aircraft handling and fleet management

Communications & Radar Operations
From the austerity of multiple remote northern locations
to the daily operations of industrial operators, we provide
facility operations and maintenance in addition to practical
experience in highly technical areas including systems
administration and data acquisition.

No matter how efficient the operation, waste is an inevitable
part of the process. Our expertise with solid waste disposal,
management and recycling in a variety of frontier and urban
environments assures you of the perfect solution for your
needs.

Water/Wastewater Management
Every site needs water, from drinking water to washroom
facilities. To maintain safety and environmental
responsibility, whether at a work camp or remote
community, our wastewater management services include
sample testing, monitoring and treatment.

When disaster strikes, our ICS trained teams can be on
the ground providing essential support services to first
responders, such as drinking water, food, shelter, sanitation
(toilets, showers, laundry), as well as contributing to the
logistics assessment and procurement process. In addition,
we can restore essential services by providing emergency
power, lighting, and sanitation.

Let us help you through the recovery stage to plan and
rebuild. Whether it’s making sure your business operates
without interruption or building a community, we’re with you
every step of the way.

PROFILE:
NATO OPERATIONS

Over the past seven decades ATCO has served clients in over 100 countries from our more than 50 global offices.
Our range lets us tap into local expertise that adds essential insight into everything we do, from Canada’s North
to the complexities of military operations.

Working in the world’s most northern regions has provided
a variety of important experiences, but collaboration
remains our most essential tool. Wherever we work, we build
partnerships that last, bringing real economic and social
benefits to the communities we work in.

Europe

In July 2007, we were awarded five contracts to
provide multiple support services at Kandahar
Airfield in Afghanistan for more than 20,000 troops
serving NATO’s International Security Assistance
Force. We hired and managed more than 600
personnel to deliver airfield services, waste
and water services under the most challenging
environment.

Recovery Consultancy

WHERE WE WORK
The Arctic

PROFILE:
Kandahar Airfield

the Balkans, as well as non-government organizations. It’s a
perfect example of how our international expertise gives us
global reach.

Since 2003, we have provided support for NATO/
EUFOR information systems in the Balkans. Based in
Camp Butmir, Sarajevo, we handle all areas of CIS and
Telecommunications for 3,000 multi-national users,
including administration, maintenance, Service Desk,
networking, CRYPTO, and Cable Plant.
We also provide facilities management services to
support NATO’s Strategic Airlift Capability at Papa
Airbase in Hungary, and fire protection services at
Camp Maréchal de Lattre de Tassigny, Kosovo.

Africa
As we embark on a new frontier, our global growth brings
us to Africa, where we work with world aid organizations to
support their operations.

Through our European operations, we have worked
extensively with NATO Armed Forces in Afghanistan and

PROFILE:
2017 Hurricane Maria,
Puerto Rico
When Hurricane Maria hit we were
contracted by Amgen to provide emergency
accommodations, laundry, showers and
washroom facilities for contractors. To
support Amgen employees without power for
refrigeration, we produced 30,000 lbs of ice per
day to help keep food safe.
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